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Panthers nip Wild in final 
seconds for 5th straight win
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TOKYO: Uncertainty over Russia’s participation for
the third consecutive Olympics and concerns over
the heat hang heavy over Tokyo 2020 preparations,
with only six months until the opening ceremony.

The Japanese capital has avoided many of the
crises that dogged previous Games — International
Olympic Committee (IOC) chief Thomas Bach said
the city is the best prepared host city he has seen,
with facilities complete well ahead of schedule and
tickets massively oversubscribed.

But elements largely out of organisers’ control
have overshadowed the run-up to the 2020 Games,
the second time they will have been held in Tokyo
after 1964, when a post-war Japan wowed the world
with its technological prowess and economic “mira-
cle”. Chief among these is whether Russian athletes
will compete after the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA) imposed a four-year ban from international
sporting events over what it views as a state-spon-
sored doping scheme.

Moscow has appealed to the Court of Arbitration
for Sport (CAS), but sources have told AFP a deci-
sion is not expected before May, just weeks before
the Games open on July 24.

Bach has urged CAS, the world’s highest sports
court, to give a decision that “does not leave room
for any kind of interpretation”, warning of “real, total
confusion” if the ruling is not watertight.

Russia’s up-in-the-air participation follows con-
fusion at the Rio Games, where the IOC allowed
individual federations to decide whether to permit
athletes to compete. At the 2018 Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, the IOC barred the Russian Olympic
Committee but allowed clean Russian athletes to
take part as neutral competitors.

Even less predictable than Russian participation
is the Tokyo weather, which has resulted in the
unprecedented moving of the marathon from the
host city over safety concerns.

In 1964, the Games were held in October to avoid
the hot and humid Tokyo summer where the temper-
atures can exceed 40 Celsius (104 Fahrenheit).

But athletes in 2020 will have no such respite,
with some doctors warning there could be deadly
emergencies, and concerns have been raised for vol-
unteers, spectators and the competitors.

Test events last summer gave organisers a taste
of what could be to come. A French triathlete was
hospitalised with suspected heatstroke and several
spectators were taken ill at a rowing event.

Tokyo 2020 has rolled out a series of measures
designed to counter the heat, including artificial
snow, cooling mist sprays, paper fans and towels to
cool the neck.

Events have been brought forward earlier to
avoid the burning afternoon sun but the most
extraordinary change was shifting the marathon and
race walk 800 kilometres (500 miles) north to
Sapporo on the island of Hokkaido. The move, which
apparently caught Tokyo officials off guard when it
was announced by the IOC, sparked fury in the cap-
ital, with city mayor Yuriko Koike describing it as “a
decision without an agreement”. Kazunori Asaba —
training chief of the Japan Association of Athletics
Federations — went further. “It’s like the athletes
who had been training for many years to climb
Everest were told just nine months before they
would go to a different mountain,” he said.—AFP

Russia, heat cloud 
Tokyo 2020
Olympics with
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Kadri, MacKinnon help Avalanche knock off Red Wings
MINNESOTA: Florida’s Noel Acciari chipped in the
game-winning goal with 5.6 seconds left as the
Panthers won for the first time ever in regulation at
Minnesota, beating the Wild 5-4 on Monday night in St.
Paul, Minn.

Mark Pysyk fired in a long shot in the closing sec-
onds that Aaron Ekblad tipped and then Acciari redi-
rected in for his 18th goal, giving Florida its season-
high fifth consecutive victory.

Keith Yandle scored his 99th career goal and assist-
ed on three markers, Aleksander Barkov scored and
recorded an assist, and Evgenii Dadonov and Vincent
Trocheck netted goals for the Panthers, who are 7-2-0
in January. Sergei Bobrovsky stopped 29 shots.

Luke Kunin found the net twice, Jared Spurgeon had
a goal and an assist, and Zach Parise potted a goal for
the Wild. Joel Eriksson Ek and Ryan Suter posted two
assists apiece, and Alex Stalock made 20 saves. Victor
Rask played in his 400th NHL game.

Frank Vatrano led a quick breakout for Florida in the
first period, then dropped a pass back to Mike Hoffman.
The high-scoring winger, known more for his one-
timers, found Yandle all alone on the far post for his fifth
marker at 4:01.

The helper gave Hoffman a nine-game point streak
(five goals, six assists), the longest run by a Panthers
player this season.

Florida’s Anton Stralman committed a delay-of-
game penalty late in the opening period, creating
Minnesota’s second man advantage. Spurgeon cashed
in with 17 seconds remaining before the intermission to
tie the game at 1 — the Wild’s ninth power-play goal in
nine games.

Josh Brown’s stretch pass went over half of the
length of the ice, sending Barkov in on a breakaway in
the second period. The Florida captain skated in and
chipped the puck back high over the goalie’s glove at

7:28 for a 2-1 lead for the visitors.
Minnesota tied it when Kunin scored just the second

short-handed goal of the season against Florida, finish-
ing a cross-ice pass from Eriksson Ek at 10:59 of the
middle period for his 11th tally.

The Panthers grabbed their third lead when
Dadonov scored his 10th power-play goal (and 22nd
overall) by redirecting Yandle’s point shot at 2:02 of the
third. However, Parise notched his 19th tally on the man
advantage just 2:17 later to knot it at 3.

Minnesota took its first lead at 7:06 of the third
when Kunin scored his 12th of the season, but Trocheck
evened the score at 4 with his seventh at 15:52. 

In another match, Nazem Kadri and Nathan
MacKinnon each scored twice and rookie defenseman
Cale Makar reached another franchise record before
the All-Star break as the Colorado Avalanche defeated
the visiting Detroit Red Wings 6-3 on Monday after-
noon in Denver.

Matt Nieto and Ryan Graves also scored for the
Avalanche (28-15-6), who won their third in a row.
Goaltender Pavel Francouz made 22 saves.

Tyler Bertuzzi, Dylan Larkin and Givani Smith
scored for the Red Wings (12-34-4), who dropped to
0-4-1 in their past five games, during which they’ve
been outscored 25-8.

Goalie Jimmy Howard kept Detroit in the game for
two periods before the Avalanche scored four times in
the third. Howard, who stopped 40 of 45 shots,
dropped to 0-13-2 in his past 15 games and hasn’t won
since Oct. 29.

Makar, one of the leading contenders for the Calder
Trophy as the NHL’s Rookie of the Year, had two assists
to equal the franchise mark for most points by a first-
year defenseman at 37, set by Bruce Bell of the Quebec
Nordiques in 1984-85. In Colorado’s previous game,
Makar broke the team record for most goals by a rook-

ie defender with his 11th of the season, one more than
John-Michael Liles had in 2003-04.

Detroit took a 1-0 lead at 2:28 of the first period as
Larkin stole the puck behind the Colorado net and fed
a backhanded pass out front to Bertuzzi, who slammed
it into the open side of the goal.

Colorado got on the board with Kadri’s power-play
goal at 1:02 of the second, as he deflected a shot from

the point by Makar under Howard’s catching glove.
The Avalanche took the lead less than two minutes

later, Makar threading a cross-ice pass to MacKinnon
at the far post at 2:56.

It remained 2-1 until the third, when Kadri and Nieto
scored 53 seconds apart early in the period.
MacKinnon scored his 30th of the season with 1 minute
remaining. — Reuters

DETROIT: File photo shows Filip Zadina #11 of the Detroit Red Wings skates against the Ottawa Senators at Little
Caesars Arena in Detroit, Michigan. —AFP

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait National Handball team lost its first
match in the main draw against Iran with the score of 24-
28 during their match Monday in the 19th Asian
Championship in the second group of the main draw.
Meanwhile, Qatar defeated South Korea 34-27 in the same
group. Kuwait national team still have hopes to qualify for
the semifinals and World Cup if it beats South Korea, in a
late match, and if Iran loses to S Korea, or if Kuwait wins
its two remaining matches against Korea and Qatar.

‘The blues had a huge match’
Despite the national team’s loss, it gave fantastic per-

formance in front of a very strong team that has seven
players playing professionally in Europe, and it only was
the experience factor that lacked our players, who have
been away from competition for a long time, and lack of

the needed physical fitness that led to the drop of the
players’ performance during the final minutes of the match,
as two opportunities for a draw were squandered.

‘Relying on three players only’
It was very obvious that Kuwait’s team depended on

three players for scoring, Mohammad and Abdallah Al-
Gharabally from the back line, and left winger Saleh Al-
Mousawi, as this trio scored all goals except for two or
three, and made it easier for the opponents as three other
positions were absent from scoring.

Al-Qafsi: I take responsibility for the loss
Kuwait coach, Tunisian Aamen Al-Qafsi said he bears

the responsibility of the loss to Iran and described his
players as “heroes”, and gave a great performance and fol-
lowed what they were asked to do, and he apologized to
the Kuwaiti fans for what happened.

Al-Qafsi said, the reason behind the loss is little experi-
ence of some of the players at the international level, in
addition to wasting easy opportunities to score, adding
that Kuwait faced and organized and well developed team.
He said “we had chances for a comeback on several occa-
sions, but we made mistakes and we will work on avoiding
them to keep our hopes to qualify for the semifinals alive.
We promise fans to be better and ask them to continue to
be present in support of the players and thank them for all

the support they gave us.

Reza Habeeb: We knew how to snatch the win
Iran’s coach Ali Reza Habeebi said Kuwait’s team lost

concentration due to fan’s pressure and demands to win
especially in the second half, adding that such matters
should be dealt with to  keep hopes to qualify further. He
refused to say that his team is better than Kuwait’s
adding that Iran played well and knew how to control
the situation during the final moments of the match and
snatched the win.

In the meantime Iran lost services of its star top scor-
er Sajjad Astaki who was injured during the match with
Kuwait. Astaki is considered one of the best Iranian
players and defended the colors of his country in 63
international matches during which he scored 350 goals
since 2006.

Joan bin Hamad lauds Qatar’s team
President of Qatar Olympic Committee Sheikh Joan bin

Hamad lauded the performance of Qatar’s team against the
Koreans, adding on his twitter account “the Burgundy beat
South Korea and takes the most important turn on the way
of qualification for the World Cup next year.”

In other matches Iraq continued its good performances
in the consolation rounds and had its second win, against
Australia with the score of 31-26.

Fans heartbroken as 
Kuwait loses to Iran 
in nail biting finish

TOKYO: Japan’s athletes will be roared on by
their home fans as they go for gold at Tokyo
2020. From swimming, where Olympic leg-
ends are made, to skateboarding and sport
climbing, AFP Sport looks at the host coun-
try’s top medal hopes:

SWIMMING: DAIYA SETO 
In the absence of Japan swim queen

Rikako Ikee as she recovers from leukaemia,
Seto has emerged as the host country’s top
gold medal hope in the pool.  Seto has shown
incredible consistency since bursting onto
the scene as a raw teenager and romped to a
200m-400m individual medley double at last
year’s world championships. 

It was the 25-year-old’s first 200m IM
world title and third over the longer distance,
while he also took silver in the 200m butter-
fly behind Hungarian superstar Kristof Milak.
With countryman Kosuke Hagino, the
defending Olympic champion in the 400m
IM, mired in a lengthy slump since Rio, Seto
should have more than one chance of glory
as he chases the ultimate prize. 

BADMINTON: KENTO MOMOTA 
Coming off a year in which he captured a

record 11 titles, badminton’s world number
one goes into Tokyo 2020 as the overwhelm-

ing favourite to win a first Olympic gold. But
his preparations were dealt a blow 10 days
ago when he was injured in a car crash in
Kuala Lumpur just hours after winning the
Malaysia Masters, potentially sidelining him
for two months. 

The 25-year-old suffered cuts and heavy
bruising after the vehicle he was travelling in
collided with a lorry, killing his driver and
leaving three other passengers with minor
injuries. Momota, who was suspended for the
2016 Rio Olympics for gambling at an illegal
casino, could return in time for the All
England Championships in March, according
to Japanese badminton officials.

JUDO: SHOHEI ONO 
Widely regarded as judo’s best pound-

for-pound fighter, the reigning world and
Olympic champion will again be the man to
beat in the 73-kilogramme division. The 27-
year-old underlined his credentials by storm-
ing to a third world title in Tokyo last summer,
crushing Azerbaijan’s Rustam Orujov to win
gold in a carbon copy of the Rio Olympic
final four years ago. All six of his victories
came by ippon, judo’s closest equivalent to a
knockout.  An unshakeably cool customer,
Ono is unlikely to wilt under the pressure of a
home Olympics.

SKATEBOARDING: MISUGU OKAMOTO 
The Japanese schoolgirl became skate-

boarding’s youngest world champion last
year to underline her gold medal credentials
when the sport makes its Olympic debut. Still
only 13, Okamoto added the world title to
gold at the prestigious X Games a month
earlier in a sizzling run of form that eclipsed
tiny 11-year-old rival Sky Brown, who has
opted to represent Britain rather than Japan.

Okamoto combines a smooth-flowing
technique with an ice-cool temperament and
makes high-adrenaline tricks look routine.
Her composure could just be the difference
as she tries to pip the younger, gnarlier

Brown to gold.

SPORT CLIMBING: AKIYO NOGUCHI 
Once a tearaway tot who used to clamber

onto the backs of cows for fun on the family
farm, the 30-year-old is looking to go out
with a bang with Olympic gold. The serial
World Cup winner has the technique, but she
will need all her experience and composure
to fend off Slovenia’s young world champion
Janja Garnbret in what is likely to be the final
chapter in Noguchi’s illustrious career. 

A historic gold in sport climbing’s first
appearance on the Olympic schedule would
be a fitting way to bow out. — AFP

Whizkids: Japan’s Olympic athletes going for gold
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